
Canada has not adhered to the Vienna, Paris o Brussels Conventions because of their numerous substantive short comings. 
These include, for instance, unrealistically low minimum levels 
°5>.f?er?tor.llablllty* Important types of possible damage, in 
particular damage to the environment, are not covered. In the

°f 3 serious nuclear accident, large numbers of individuals 
ho have suffered damage would face an onerous burden of time- 
consuming private court actions under the Conventions' claims

Procedures- Moreover, a number of problems related to 
liability for nuclear damage are not addressed by the Paris and 
Vienna Conventions. By way of illustration, some states have 
shown reluctance to adhere to the Vienna Convention 
prefer to settle claims on a state-to-state basis. because they

, . ..... *n their participation in the examination of nuclear 7?;ablf^ty the IAEA, Canadian officials have taken the position 
bbab e*lstln9 liability regime can and must be improved and 
tnat thought must be given to the establishment of a liability 
regime that would provide practicable solutions to all problems 
of liability resulting from nuclear accidents that cause 
transboundry damage. In considering such a regime, attention
î^Sî-V*4.given to concepts applicable to state liability and civil 
iiâbility. At present Canadian officials are advocating this

the deliberations of an open-ended working group that 
the IAEA has established to study all aspects of liability for 
nuclear damage.
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geographically dispersed parties are few and in the most part
fn^e,^?^î9<.î°Untr 165* No state is Party to the two conventions, 
and until this year no Eastern European state was party to either 
convention.

are

- ., „ Afîer Chernobyl, the IAEA and the Nuclear Energy Agencyof the OECD devoted considerable time and effort to studying9 
possible improvements to the international liability regime for

,^Z?C01 bridges the two conventions by allowing the contracting 
fïleS*.°£i °nv to be breated as contracting parties to other, it 

also estabixshes a conflict rule to ensure that only one of the 
two Conventions is applicable to any given nuclear incident.


